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Abstract: Appropriate power sharing and energy management in DC microgrids for the optimal, 
reliable and efficient operation of renewable energies and storages are of high importance. Droop-based 
control methods have been presented for power sharing among DC sources, while the energy management 
approaches employ communication systems to monitor the demand, renewable generations and energy 
level of storage units in order to properly operate the energy sources. Employing communication systems 
may affect the system reliability and introduce infrastructure costs. Moreover, extending energy sources 
require modifying the energy management system. This paper proposes an autonomous and decentralized 
power sharing and energy management approach for DC microgrids without utilizing a communication 
system. Hence, it can be a reliable and economical solution for operation of DC microgrids. Furthermore, 
in the proposed approach, the energy sources can operate independently by using the local information, 
and hence, it introduces plug-and-play capability for extending the energy sources. The viability and 
effectiveness of the proposed approach are evaluated by simulations and validated by experiments. 

Index Terms— DC microgrid, energy management, PV array, battery storage, power sharing. 

NOMENCLATURE 

 
IC Interlinking Converter 
SoC State of Charge 
VINV Reference Voltage of IC 
Voinv Output Voltage of IC 
Imax 
ILoad 
VPCC 

Maximum Current of IC 
Load Current 
Point of Common Coupling (DC BUS) Voltage 

IINV 
Vink 

Current of IC 
Input Voltage of kth Battery 

VB 
IBk 

Reference Voltage of Battery 
Current of kth Battery 

Vok Output Voltage of kth Battery 
Rdk Droop Gain of kth Battery 
Cbk Capacity of kth Battery  
Cbmax Capacity of the largest Battery 
ILk, ILK

* Current and reference current of kth Battery 
VPV Reference Voltage of PV 
VoPV Output Voltage of PV 
VinPV Voltage of PV array  
ILPV, ILPV

* Current and reference current of PV array  
Vmax Maximum Allowable Voltage 
Vmin Minimum Allowable Voltage 
PLoad Load Power 
Vabc, Iabc   AC Grid three-phase Voltage and Current 
GV,INV ,GV,PV   Proportional-Integrator (PI) Regulators 
Kp,Ki   Coefficients of PI controller 
ch/dch Charging/Discharging 
X*   
Vdq,Idq 
Id

*,Iq
* 

IMPPT 

Reference Value for X 
Grid dq-axis voltages and currents 
dq-axis reference currents 
Maximum Power Point Tracking Current of PV 

KCL Kirchhoff Current Law 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DC microgrid has become a more applicable, efficient and stable technology and a future grid structure to 
integrate DC sources and loads, such as Photovoltaic(PV) arrays, Fuel Cell (FC) modules, battery storages, 
motor driven loads, and full-scale converter-based generators [1]. The DC microgrid technology has been 
employed to supply the power in the distribution systems and data centers as well as in islanded applications 
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such as space stations [2], aircraft [3], ships [4], [5], remote areas, and etc. [6], [7]. Furthermore, microgrid 
technologies make an infrastructure for employing renewable resources to be stably operated together with the 
battery storages. The battery storages are the main component of a microgrid, which support the microgrid 
demand and form the DC voltage in islanded operation mode [8]–[12]. Therefore, the energy level of batteries 
requires to be appropriately managed and they should be charged during grid connection and/or a high genera-
tion of MPPT units. Furthermore, the charging and discharging procedure may affect the corresponding lifecycle 
as well as the reliability of the overall system. In order to increase the lifecycle of batteries, an equalizing 
approach has been presented to keep the State of Charge (SoC) level of batteries to be asymptotic during 
charging and discharging mode [8]–[12]. 

Moreover, in grid-connected mode, the DC microgrid can be connected to the utility through an Interlinking 
Converter (IC) which transfers power from the microgrid to the utility grid and vice-versa [13]–[16]. The IC can 
regulate the DC voltage and support the microgrid demand. However, it may be limited by the Distribution 
System Operator (DSO), and hence, the DC sources should support the microgrid if the IC cannot do it [14]–
[17]. Therefore, a coordinated power sharing and energy management approach is required in order properly to 
control the power and energy flow among different sources and storages in the microgrid. 

A variety of research works have been performed on power sharing control strategies in DC microgrids [18]–
[30]. Voltage-based droop methods have been presented for power sharing among DC sources [19] by 
implementing a virtual resistor in the control system of DC sources. Droop based power and energy management 
strategies are given in [9], [10], [12] where the droop characteristics of batteries can be modified considering the 
corresponding SoC level. However, this approach cannot appropriately equalize the SoC level of distributed 
storages. Furthermore, one battery with higher SoC can also charge another battery with lower SoC, where the 
overall system efficiency decreases. A consensus protocol-based control algorithm is presented in [31] to control 
the power and energy management in clusters of microgrids, where the SoC information of batteries are comm-
unicated among the battery control units. Furthermore, in this approach, the control system equalizes the SoC of 
batteries in the clusters without taking into account charging battery storage of one microgrid by battery storage 
of another microgrid will decrease system efficiency and battery lifetime.  

Power sharing and energy management among batteries, PVs and wind turbines are presented in [11], by 
employing a central supervisory control unit. The central control unit monitors the SoC level of batteries and 
manages the charging/discharging mode of them as well as the operation mode of PV and wind turbine, i.e., 
operating in or under Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) mode. However, the stability and reliability of 
the system are questionable due to the central control approach. Furthermore, in this approach, a fully charged 
battery can charge a battery with a low SoC level, which may affect the lifecycle of batteries as well as the 
overall efficiency of the system. DC bus signaling approach is employed for power sharing in DC microgrids in 
[29], [30], [32], where the DC link voltage level is adjusted according to mode of operation of microgrid. Hence, 
the DC voltage level contains the information required for power and energy management. In [33], the SoC 
information is communicated among the converters through power lines by injecting a sinusoidal signal by the 
converters. Hence, the power and energy management can be carried out with distributed methods. However, the 
DC link voltage quality is poor during the signaling process. Moreover, the expandability of this method is 
limited due to the required currents for injecting the signals [33].   

In the aforementioned works, the power sharing has properly been performed without utilizing a 
communication system. While the energy management strategies employ communication systems or complex 
control structures with some limitation such as power quality deterioration. Furthermore, DC microgrid 
technology is a solution for future distribution systems, where clusters of microgrids will be operated [34]. 
Communication-based energy management approaches, which is associated with the smart grid technologies, 
will introduce complexity and investment costs. It may also be exposed to cyberattacks and hence be more 
insecure and unstable. Therefore, using a decentralized energy management approach can be a solution for the 
smart operation of future clusters of microgrids. In this paper, an autonomous and decentralized power sharing 
and energy management approach is proposed for a PV and battery-based DC microgrid. The proposed approach 
is based on a coordinated droop method, which can appropriately control the power flow among the different 
energy units as well as manage the energy level of batteries. Furthermore, the proposed approach introduces 
Energy Supporting and Consumption (ESC) priority for operating the different energy sources, which can 
improve the overall system efficiency and reliability. Both power sharing and energy management can be 
achieved without utilizing any supervisory control, which can bring higher reliability and stability compared to 
the communication-based strategies. Thus, the main contributions of this paper include: 

1- Autonomous power sharing and energy management among DC sources and the grid converter known as 
IC can be achieved without using communication system where the output power of sources will be defined 
autonomously based on the SoC level of storages, available PV power and load demand.  



 

2- The proposed strategy does not need a supervisory control and communication system, consequently it is 
more reliable and cost-effective compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.  

3- According to the proposed control strategy and ESC, discharging of a full battery into an empty battery is 
avoided unlike the droop-oriented approaches [11]. Hence, the efficiency of the system can be improved. 

4- The proposed approach can be employed for the operation of cluster of DC microgrids, where the 
clusters can independently and autonomously operate without communicating with other units. This is due 
to the proposed autonomous control approach and ESC strategy.  

5- This approach proposes a plug-and-play capability to the units since there is no central energy 
management system and the units operate according to the local information.  

6- The secure and reliable operation of future smart grids with clusters of microgrids can be achieved due to 
the eliminating the communication systems and consequently the chance of cyberattacks. 

This paper is organized as follows. The objectives of power and energy management and the ESC priority are 
explained in Section II. Section III discusses the proposed control structure for the different converters and 
explains the proposed power sharing and energy management strategy. The small signal stability analysis is 
given in Section IV. Moreover, the effectiveness of the proposed strategy is verified by simulation and 
experiments reported in Section V and VI respectively. Finally, Section VII summarizes achievements.   

II. ENERGY SUPPORTING AND CONSUMPTION (ESC) PRIORITY CONTROL  

The main objectives of a power sharing system are to control the output power of DC sources to prevent 
overstressing the units and maintain the DC link voltage within an acceptable interval. It can hierarchically be 
performed in three levels of primary, secondary and tertiary as shown in Fig. 1 [23]. The primary control is in 
charge of preventing the overstressing the units and regulating the DC link voltage at the desired value defined 
by secondary control. The secondary control monitors the DC link voltage and regulates it at the reference value 
defined by the operator (DSO) in the grid connected mode or by the standard in the islanded mode. The tertiary 
control is associated with the grid connection and import/export power defined by the operator. In DC grids, the 
grid connection can be handled by the IC, where the IC behaves as a source for DC grid. Therefore, DSO can 
only communicate to the IC, and IC can communicate with the internal sources to find out whether to support the 
microgrid or absorbs the power generated by MPPT unit.  

Meanwhile, the energy storages are the main part of microgrids due to the variable power of renewable energy 
resources. Hence, control and monitoring the power and energy of storages are of high importance. The storages 
should be charged to support the microgrid with the islanded mode. Therefore, an energy management strategy is 
required to control the energy level of batteries, and support the microgrid demand in long term. Increasing the 
number of microgrids, especially in the low voltage distribution level [34] makes the energy management 
systems more complicated. Therefore, autonomous and decentralized operation of the microgrids can introduce a 
cost-effective solution for future distribution systems. In the following, the proposed decentralized energy 
management approach is explained.  
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Fig. 1.  Hierarchical control (three levels) structure of DC microgrids. 

This paper conceptually presents a power and energy management strategy for DC microgrids. Therefore, 
both loads and generations should be appropriately operated in order to increase the overall efficiency and 
reliability of the system. Hence, an Energy Supporting and Consumption (ESC) priority is proposed to improve 



 

the system performance. The ESC strategy is based on the priority list given in Fig. 2. For generation, the first 
priority is to support the microgrid demand by the PV. Hence the PV reaches the MPPT power, the IC starts to 
support the microgrid. If the demand of the microgrid is higher than the PV and IC, the battery will supply the 
loads. At the consumption side, the load has priority over other demands and it can be supported by the PV, IC, 
and battery in order of priority as well. Also, the battery with a low SoC level needs to be charged by the PV and 
IC. Finally, the extra PV power can be injected to the grid by the IC. In the case of no need for PV power, it 
should operate under no MPPT power. Furthermore, if the generation capacity cannot support the load, the load 
shedding strategy should be applied to the non-critical loads. Therefore, the ESC strategy can be summarized as 
follows: 

 The PV has the highest generation priority to produce the maximum available power, which is also named 
MPPT power.  

 The load has the highest consumption priority.  
 If the load is supported and the battery is empty, it should be charged by the PV and IC in the order of the 

priority selected. 
 If the PV power excess the load and battery charging power, it can be injected into the grid if it is allowed 

by the DSO. 
 If the PV power is higher than the load, battery and IC power, the PV will operate under MPPT power. 
 The upper and lower limits of the IC can be determined by the DSO or the power rating of the 

corresponding converter. 
 If the sources cannot support the load, the non-critical loads should be disconnected (load shedding). 
 In order to increase the battery lifetime, the batteries require having an SoC equalizing the control during 

charging and discharging. 
 The batteries are only discharged in order to supply the loads. Otherwise, they should be charged or be off. 

The proposed control approach explained in the next section fulfills the ESC priority in order to have a high-
performance operation of the DC sources and storages. 
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Fig. 2.  Energy Supporting and Consumption (ESC) priority strategy for a DC microgrid including batteries, PV and interlinking converter to 
the grid. 
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III. PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY 

The DC microgrid topology and the proposed control structure are shown in Fig. 3. In order to fulfill the ESC 
priority, the reference voltage of the IC (VINV) is selected higher than the reference voltage of the batteries (VB). 
Furthermore, the PV is considered to work in MPPT whenever, the DC link voltage is lower than the maximum 
allowable voltage (Vmax). Therefore, three operation modes can be assumed for the proposed control system as 
shown in Fig. 4. In Mode I, the IC regulates the DC link voltage to VINV, as shown in Fig. 3(b), and hence, the 
DC voltage is formed by the IC. Since the DC voltage is lower than VPV, as shown in Fig. 3(c), the output of the 
voltage regulator is saturated to zero and the PV will operate in MPPT mode. Moreover, the DC link voltage is 
higher than the batteries reference voltage, and hence they can be charged if required.   

Therefore, in this mode, the PV operates in MPPT mode, the IC is supporting the microgrid and the batteries can 
be charged in the case of lower SoC level, and hence the ESC priority is carried out. 

Once the MPPT current of the PV goes higher than the total currents of the load, the batteries, the IC and the 
DC link voltage will be increased. Therefore, the voltage regulator of the PV unit shown in Fig. 3(c) detects the 
overvoltage and decreases the output power in order to keep the voltage in Vmax. Regulating the DC link voltage 
by the PV is considered as Mode III. 



 

Moreover, in Mode II, the PV is operating in MPPT and the IC is working in the current controlled mode, and 
hence the DC link voltage is formed by the batteries. Depending on the microgrid loads and SoC level of the 
batteries, they can be charged or discharged to manage the power and energy of the microgrid. Whenever the DC 
link voltage is equal or lower than Vmin, the load shedding strategy should be applied to restore the microgrid 
voltage, and hence the non-critical loads need to be disconnected.  

As can be seen from Fig. 4(a), the transition among different modes should be passed through Mode II. 
Therefore, a flow chart of the mode transition among the three modes and shedding can be shown as Fig. 4 (b). 
The equivalent circuit of the microgrid in different operating modes is also shown in Fig. 5(a-c) and it is 
explained in the following. 

Mode I: In this Mode, the IC forms the DC link voltage and regulates it to VINV. The PV operates in MPPT 
and can be modeled as a current source. Since the DC link voltage is higher than the reference voltage of the 
batteries, following Fig. 3(d), they can only be charged by a DC current of (VINV – VB)/Rdk, where Rdk is the droop 
gain of the Kth battery. Rdk can be defined taking into consideration the SoC level of the batteries. An adaptive 
droop gain presented in [31] is utilized in order to equalize the SoC level of the batteries as: 
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Fig. 4.  Different operating modes of system, (a) voltage level in terms of voltage formers, (b) mode transition flow chart. 
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Where Cbk is the capacity of the Kth battery and Cbmax is the capacity of the largest battery in the microgrid, and α 
and β are positive constants determining the minimum value of droop gain and the SoC-equalizing speed. The 
charging and discharging droop gains in terms of SoC level are graphically shown in Fig. 6 for Cb2 = Cb1 = Cbmax, 
α = 0.1 and β = 3. As it is shown in this figure, during charging a battery, the droop gain is increased by growing 
the SoC level. Following the control system of battery in Fig. 3(d), increasing the droop gain will decrease the 
charging current. Hence the charging current of a battery with higher SoC will be smaller than that of a battery 
with lower SoC level. This will equalize the SoC level of the batteries during the charging process. Furthermore, 
during discharging, a battery with lower SoC has a higher droop gain and hence lower discharging current, in 
which the SoC levels can be equalized during discharging as well.  

In this mode, the DC voltage is regulated by the IC to VINV which is higher than VB, and hence the batteries in this 
mode stay in charging mode. The equivalent circuit of the system can be shown like Fig. 5(a), implying that the 
DC voltage is controlled by the IC, and the PV and batteries are working in current controlled mode. The 
charging current of batteries is determined by the droop gains (Rdk), where in the lower SoC, the batteries will be 
charged by the maximum rated current of the battery converter as shown in Fig. 3(d). To check the ESC priority, 
it is fruitful to mention that: 

1) The PV is always operating at MPPT mode. 
2) The load is connected to the DC bus and will always be supported by the microgrid. 
3) The batteries are in charging mode and will not be discharged into the grid or load. 
4) The battery with the lowest SoC will be charged faster than the one with higher SoC. 
5) Since the IC is regulating the DC voltage at VINV, it balances the current among the PV, load, batteries and the 

grid. 
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Mode II: Once the IC reaches the maximum current (± Imax), it operates in current control mode as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the batteries are operating in droop mode to control the DC link voltage. The equivalent 
circuit of the system in Mode II is shown in Fig. 5(b).  

According to the control system of the IC shown in Fig. 3(b), if the DC link voltage is higher than VINV, the IC 
needs to absorb the maximum current from the DC microgrid. Furthermore, the batteries are in charging mode as 
shown in Fig. 5(b), since the DC voltage is higher than VB. Therefore, the batteries will not be discharged to the 
grid in this mode. The PV is working at MPPT and the batteries are charging taking into account the 
corresponding SoC level. Moreover, if the DC voltage is lower than VINV, the IC injects the maximum current 
into the DC microgrid. Now, if the DC voltage is higher than VB, the batteries are in charging mode. 
Furthermore, the PV is operating in MPPT mode. Once the DC voltage goes lower than VB, which means none of 
the PV and IC can supply the loads, the batteries need to discharge to support the load. Hence the ESC priority is 
also fulfilled in this mode, where at first the PV operates in MPPT mode, and then the IC injects the maximum 
current and finally, the batteries supply the remaining load. In this mode, the charging and discharging of 
batteries are equalized by the SoC-equalizing droop gains. 

Mode III: Moreover, in the case that the PV power is higher than the charging current of the batteries, load, 
and the IC power, the DC link voltage will increase. In this condition, the PV needs to reduce the MPPT power 



 

to keep the voltage at VPV. In this mode, the ESC priority can also be fulfilled since the load is supported, the 
batteries are in charging mode and the remaining current of the PV can be injected into the grid. The equivalent 
circuit of this Mode can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 5(c).  

IV. SMALL SIGNAL STABILITY ANALYSIS 

In order to design the power loop control parameters and ensuring a stable operation in different operation 
modes, small signal stability analysis is provided in this section. Following Fig. 3(a), for the DC bus the KCL 
yields:  

1 2 0INV PV B B LoadI I I I I+ + + + =   (2) 

Furthermore, according to Fig. 3(d), considering the inner current loop to be fast enough and the feeder 
impedances to be negligible, the battery current can be found as follows: 

( )B LPF d
Bk

dk

V G s VI
R

−
= , (3) 

where, Vd is the DC link voltage and 
1(s)

1LPFG
sT

=
+

, (4) 

is a low pass filter with a time constant of T. The load current in Fig. 3(a), ILoad, can also be expressed as follows: 

Load
Load

d

PI V= −   (5) 

where, PLoad is the load power. The load is modeled as a constant power load. The KCL in (2) can be rearranged 
as follows. 

1 2

( ) ( )LPF d B LPF d B Load
INV PV

d d d

G s V V G s V V PI I
R R V

− −
+ = + +   (6) 

According to Fig. 3(a, b) and the electrical model represented in Fig. 5, the IC current can be written as 
follows: 

,

m

m

(s) ( )
I
I

V INV INV d

INV ax
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Mode III
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= ±
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  (7) 

and PV current can be obtained as follows: 

,P (s) ( )

MPPT

PV MPPT

V V PV d

I Mode I
I I Mode II

Mode IIIG V V


= 
 ⋅ −

  (8) 

where, GV,INV and GV,PV are the Proportional-Integrator (PI) regulators for voltage loop. The linear form of the 
KCL equation in (6) can be written as: 

2
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INV PV d
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∆ ∆
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The linear form of the IC and PV currents can be found as (10) and (11) respectively. 
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the linear form equation (9) can be rearranged as follows: 
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Putting the controller transfer function as: 
( ) i

v p
KG s K s= + , (14) 

the characteristic equation of the closed loop system of dominant poles relevant to the power sharing control, can 
be represented as follows: 
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According to the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion, the system is stable if, and only if, the coefficients of a0, a1 
and a2 in (15) have positive values. Therefore, to maintain the system stability, the voltage regulator proportional 
gain, Kp, must be greater than PLoad/Vd0

2. In this condition, the coefficients a0, a1 and a2 will be positive, 
consequently, the overall system will be stable.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to evaluate the proposed power sharing and energy management approach, two simulation case 
studies are considered and the simulation results are explained in the following. The system and control 
parameters are given in Table I. Since the maximum generation capacity is 30 A which is equal to 12 kW, 
according to (15), the system stability is guaranteed since the voltage regulators proportional gain Kp = 0.2 is 
greater than PLoad/Vd0

2 = 12,000/4002 = 0.075. As Kp > PLoad/Vd0
2 for the maximum load of system, i.e., 12 kW, it 

will be stable for other loading conditions as well. The simulation results reported in the following illustrate the 
stability of the system at different operating conditions where the overall system stability is achieved under the 
designed control parameters given in Table I.  

In the following, three case studies are considered in order to examine the effectiveness of the proposed 
control strategy at different loading and generation conditions. The simulation results are demonstrated in Fig. 7, 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, and the microgrid operation mode at each time is mentioned at the top of the corresponding 
figures.  

Case I: In this case, the batteries, PV, and IC are connected to the grid. The initial SoC level of battery B1 and 
B2 are considered to be 80% and 20% respectively. Furthermore, the IC is not allowed by the DSO to inject 
power into the grid, and hence, the its power is limited to solely support the microgrid and its DC current should 
be between 0 and Imax. Notably, according to Fig. 3(a), 0 < IINV < Imax. Simulation results including output current 
of the converters, DC link voltage and SoC level of batteries in terms of load variation are shown in Fig. 7. The 
transient events are explained in the following. 

TABLE I: Parameters of the microgrid and the control system 

Definition Symbol Simulation Test 

Boost 
Converter 
for Battery 

Rated current (A) 5 0.8 
voltage regulator 0.2 + 5/s 0.2 + 5/s 

Inner current regulator 0.05 + 1/s 0.05 + 1/s 
Ldc (mH), Cdc (µF) 2, 560 2, 560 

Boost 
Converter 

for PV 

Rated Current (A) 10 1.4 
voltage regulator 0.2 + 5/s 0.2 + 5/s 

Inner current regulator 0.05 + 1/s 0.05 + 1/s 
Frequency regulator 0.35+2/s 0.35+2/s 
Ldc (mH), Cdc (µF) 2, 560 2, 560 

Inverter 

Rated current (A) 10 1.2 
voltage regulator 0.2 + 5/s 0.2 + 5/s 

Inner current regulator 0.02 + 2/s 0.02 + 2/s 
Cdc (µF) 560 560 

Power Factor(iq
*) 1 (0) 1 (0) 

Lf (µH), Cf (µF) 1.2, 20 1.2, 20 
DC Voltage 

Levels 
Vmax (V) 410 102 
VB (V) 400 99 



 

VINV (V) 405 100 
Vmin (V) 380 98 

AC grid  Vabc (Vpeak), f (Hz) 180, 50 60,50 
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Fig. 7.  Simulation results of power sharing and energy management in the microgrid following the load variation in Case I. 

During 0 < t < 0.6 h, the total load demand is 7 A and the MPPT current of the PV is 10 A. Since the batteries 
are not fully charged, the extra current of the PV needs to charge them. However, the required charging currents 
of batteries are higher than the excess current of PV, and hence the IC needs to support the batteries. In this 
condition, the IC controls the DC link voltage at 405 V. Moreover, the SoC level of battery B2 is lower than 
battery B1, and hence the charging current and charging rate of battery B2 is higher than battery B1 in order to 
equalize the corresponding SoC levels.  

During 0.6 < t < 2 h, the SoC level of batteries is equalized and the batteries are fully charged. Therefore, the 
load must be supplied by the PV and IC. Since, the PV has the highest priority according to Fig. 2, it should 
supply the load at first. If the load power is higher than the PV MPPT power, the remaining load should be 
supplied by the IC. However, in this case, the PV MPPT power is higher than the load power. Therefore, the load 
is totally supported by the PV. Since the generation is higher than the load, the DC link voltage will go up as it 
can be seen from Fig. 7 at t > 0.6 h. Following Fig. 3(b), the output of the IS’s voltage controller will be 
saturated at the lowest limit of the current. Since the IC is not allowed to inject the power into the grid by DSO, 
the lower limit is set to zero and the output current of IC will be zero as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the PV 
control system makes it to operate under MPPT mode. In this condition, the PV regulates the DC link voltage at 
410 V.  

During 2 < t < 4 h, the load increases to 14 A and with following the priority, PV and IC supply 10 and 4 A 
respectively. Hence the PV is operating in MPPT mode, and the IC controls the DC link voltage at 405 V.  

During 4 < t < 6 h, the load increases to 22 A. The maximum currents of PV and IC are higher than the load 
demand, and then the batteries supply the remaining current of the load. As it can be seen, the battery currents 
are equal and the corresponding SoC variations are the same during discharging. In this period, the voltage of the 
DC link is controlled by batteries working in droop mode.   

During 6 < t < 8 h, the load is decreased by 4 A. Since the SoC levels of batteries are low, the IC and PV 
supply the maximum current to support the load as well as charge the batteries. Therefore, the batteries are 
working in droop mode and controlling the DC link voltage. Furthermore, the charging rate and current of 
batteries are equal. When the load is equal to 20 A during 8 < t < 10 h, the IC and PV can only support the load, 
and hence the batteries cannot be charged. However, since the PV and IC are working at maximum current, the 
DC link voltage is controlled by batteries. 



 

Increasing the load to 26 A at t = 10 h, the batteries are starting to support the load together with the IC and 
PV. Once the batteries are discharged, the load cannot be supported, and the DC link voltage is decreasing. 
Therefore, when the DC link voltage is equal to 385 V, a non-critical load is shed. After load shedding at t = 10.6 
h, the batteries are charging with a maximum charging current. Once they are charged, the IC current decreases 
at t = 12.5 h and the load is supplied by the PV and IC. The operating condition during 14 h to 18 h is similar to 
the operating condition from 1 to 4 h. 

Case II: In this Case, the performance of the proposed energy management strategy is further demonstrated 
and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 8. The initial SoC levels of batteries B1 and B2 are equal to 0 and 
50% respectively. Therefore, the batteries are charged by the PV and IC. Since the SoC of battery B1 is lower 
than battery B2, the charging current of B1 is higher than battery B2. Therefore, the charging rate of battery B1 
is higher than battery B2 in order to equalize the corresponding SoC levels. Once the SoC of battery B2 is close 
to 100%, it’s charging current is decreased, and hence the IC current is decreased. When the battery B2 is fully 
charged, the IC current is further decreased. After charging the batteries, the PV and IC supply the load.  

At t = 4 h, the battery B2 is disconnected and the load current is equal to 22 A. Therefore, the PV, IC, and 
battery B1 supply the load. Following the priority, the PV and IC are operating at maximum current, and the 
remaining load is supported by the battery. At t = 5 h, the battery B2 is reconnected. Since the SoC level of 
battery B2 is higher than battery B1, the output current and discharging rate of battery B2 are higher than battery 
B1 in order to equalize the corresponding SoC levels. 
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Fig. 8.  Simulation results of power sharing and energy management in the microgrid following the load variation in Case II. 

At t = 6 h, the load is decreased by 6 A. Therefore, the PV and IC can recharge the batteries. Since at this time, 
the SoC of battery B1 is lower than battery B2, the charging current and rate of battery B1 is higher than battery 
B2. Once both batteries are fully charged, the IC decreases its current and the PV operates in MPP. 

Moreover, at t = 8 h, the load is decreased to 4 A. Following the ESC priority, the load should be supplied by 
the PV. Hence the PV operates under MPPT mode to support the load as well as to control the DC link voltage. 

Case III: In this Case, the IC is allowed by the DSO to inject the current into the grid up to 5 A. Furthermore, 
the control system performance in the absence of the grid and/or PV is demonstrated.  

During 0 < t < 2 hour, the battery B2 is disconnected, battery B1 is fully charged, and the load is 14 A. Hence, 
according to the priority list, the PV is supplying 10 A in MPPT mode and the IC is supporting 4 A, and the 
output current of battery B1 is equal to 0 A. At t = 2 h, the battery B2 is reconnected and the load is decreased to 
4 A. Based on the priority list of consumption, at first the load is supported, then battery B2 is charged with the 
maximum current. The excess current of the PV equals to 1 A is injected to the grid by the IC. Once the battery 
is charged at t = 2.8 h, the PV current is injected into the grid. Since the load current equals to 4 A, and the 



 

maximum current of the IC is limited to 5 A, the PV is operated under MPPT mode in order to balance the 
generation and demand.  

During 4 < t < 6 h, the load is 8 A and hence the PV is supporting the load. Since the batteries are fully 
charged, the excess power of the PV is injected into the grid through the IC.  

During 6 < t < 7 h, the load is 22 A, and following the priority, the load is supported by the PV and IC. However, 
the maximum current supplied by the PV and IC is 20 A. Hence the remaining load is supplied by the batteries. 
Since the batteries have the same SoC levels, the load is equally shared between them.  At t = 7 h, the load is 
decreased to 16 A, and the PV is operating at MPPT. Since the IC can support up to 10 A, at first, the batteries 
are charged. After charging them, the IC decreases the output current. 

During 8 < t < 11 h, the PV is turned off, the IC is operating at maximum current mode and the demand and 
generation are balanced by the batteries.  

During 11 < t < 12 h, the IC is turned off, and the PV is reconnected to the grid. At first, the PV supports the 
load and charges the batteries. Once the batteries are charged, the PV operates under MPPT power. Moreover, at 
t = 12 h, the PV is also disconnected, and the load is supported by the batteries. The batteries are equally 
discharged. When the energy of batteries is discharged, the voltage will drop below 385 V, hence, the loads will 
be disconnected.  
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Fig. 9.  Simulation results of power sharing and energy management in the microgrid following the load variation in Case III. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to further validate the performance of the proposed control approach, some experiments have been 
performed in a laboratory prototype. A photograph of the implemented test setup is shown in Fig. 10 which 
includes two bidirectional DC/DC boost converters and a three-phase inverter. One Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP) is used to control the two DC converters and another DSP is used to control the inverter. The parameters 
of the implemented test setup and the control system are given in TABLE I. The experimental results are reported 
in the following. 

In the first test, a 170 W load is supported by the IC and battery B1. The battery B2 is disconnected. 
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 11, the IC is supporting the rated current of 1.2 A, and the battery B1 is supplying 
0.5 A. Since the IC is working at rated current, the DC voltage is controlled by B1 and it is equal to 99 V. Hence 
the system is operating in Mode II. Once the load is decreased to 60 W, the output currents of IC and B1 are 
decreased and the DC link voltage is regulated at 100 V by the IC. Therefore, the system is working in Mode I. 
Following the ESC priority, in Mode II, the IC supporting the maximum current and the remaining load is 
supported by the battery. Once the load is decreased, the output current of the battery is equal to zero and the 
load is supplied by the IC.  



 

 
Fig. 10.  Photograph of the implemented hardware setup: (a) input DC power for DC/DC converters, (b) DC load, (c, d) DC/DC boost 
converters, (e) DSP of boost converters, (f) control center of boost converters, (g) three phase inverter (IC), (h) filter of inverter, (i) control 
center of inverter, and (j) DSP of inverter. 

 
Fig. 11.  Experimental results: Operating in Mode I and Mode II with a battery (B1) and an IC. 

In the next test, the second battery B2 with a lower SoC is connected to the grid. As shown in Fig. 12, at first, 
the load is supported by the battery B1 and the IC, and the IC is operating at rated current. Hence, the voltage is 
controlled by B1 and it is equal to 99 V. Once the load is reduced by 100 W, according to the ESC priority, the 
output current of B1 is settled at zero, and the second battery is started to be charged. Based on the proposed 
ESC priority, battery B2 with a lower SoC is charging and the battery B1 cannot be discharged to B2. Moreover, 
since B2 is empty, the IC needs to be operated at rated current to charge it. In this test, the DC link voltage is 
controlled by the batteries and the system is in Mode II. 

 

 
Fig. 12.  Experimental results: Operating in Mode II with an IC and two batteries (B1, B2) with SoC B1 = 100% and SoC B2 = 0%. 



 

In order to evaluate the performance of the control system in the presence of MPPT based sources, a PV, 
battery and an IC are considered and the current sharing result is shown in Fig. 13. The PV is working in MPPT 
mode with 1.4 A output current. The SoC of the battery is low and the dc load is 160 W. Hence, the output 
current of IC is 1 A supporting the load and charging the battery. Once the load is decreased by 40 W, according 
to the ESC priority, the PV is working in MPPT mode, the battery is charging and the output current of IC is 
decreased. The voltage is regulated by the IC at 100 V, and thus the system is working in Mode I. 

 
Fig. 13.  Experimental results: Operating in Mode I with a battery (B1), a PV and an IC. 

In the next test, the PV is operating in MPPT mode with an output current of 1.1 A as shown in Fig. 14. The 
PV and IC supporting a 70 W load and the battery. The DC link voltage is controlled by the IC to be 100 V, and 
the system is operating in Mode I. When the battery is fully charged, the only demand from the microgrid is the 
70 W load. Following the ESC priority, the IC has to reduce the output current. Furthermore, it is considered that 
the IC is not allowed to inject the current to the grid. Therefore, the PV needs to work under MPPT mode, and 
hence, the DC link voltage is controlled by the PV to be regulated to 102 V and the system is working in Mode 
III.  

 
Fig. 14.  Experimental results: Operating in Mode I and Mode III with a battery (B1), a PV and an IC. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes an autonomous power sharing and energy management strategy for DC microgrids. The 
proposed approach does not require supervisory control and communication infrastructure. Thereby, it 
introduces a reliable operation and a cost-effective solution for DC microgrids in power sharing and energy 
management level. The operation of PV unit and IC can appropriately be managed based on the proposed ESC 
strategy employing the local voltage information. Moreover, following the proposed control strategy, the SoC 
level of batteries can properly be equalized and the power flow from a full battery to an empty battery is avoided. 
Consequently, the life-cycle of the batteries and the overall system efficiency can be enhanced.  Moreover, this 
approach introduces a plug and play capability to the microgrid, where each battery unit can properly operate 



 

based on its individual control system and local voltage information without communicating a central energy 
management unit. The effectiveness of the proposed strategy is evaluated under different simulation case studies 
and validated by experiments. The obtained results show that the different energy sources can properly support 
the microgrid following the load power and SoC level of batteries. As a future research, the proposed control 
strategy can be modified for the use of different MPPT based units. Furthermore, the autonomous operation of 
clusters of DC microgrids without communication systems will be explored in the future.  
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